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Executive Summary

InTroDuCTIon

 Commercial vehicle performance-based standards (PBS) 

are a set of metrics, traditionally intended to assess vehicle 

compatibility with the infrastructure and to quantify the dyna-

mic characteristics of particular configurations with respect 

to rollover, yaw instability and lane encroachment.  More 

recently they have been used to assess vehicle performance 

in terms of fuel use and emissions produced for particular 

freight tasks or services.

ThE PBS PrECurSorS

PBS were f irst introduced in the mid-1980s during a  

successful effort to harmonise heavy vehicle weight and 

dimension regulations in Canada. This was accomplished 

through scientifically structured size and weight research 

program which included full scale testing of vehicles and 

pavements and computer simulation analysis of vehicle 

dynamic performance.  Through this process it was reco-

gnised that vehicle configuration type, axle layout, and the 

characteristics of the load profoundly inf luence vehicle 

stability and control characteristics as well as the compati-

bility of the vehicle with highway geometry.  To objectively 

assess various truck size and weight policy options, a set of 

“Performance-based Standards” was created.  Using the PBS 

and the results of a sensitivity analysis, Canada developed 

truck size and weight policy consisting of a number of “vehi-

cle envelopes” that provide flexibility in design for various 

vehicle classes while ensuring that the vehicles would have 

desirable performance attributes.  The envelope concept 

reduced the burden of compliance evaluation when small 

variations in vehicle design were required.  

In the late 90’s, Australia embarked on a nationwide size 

and weigh reform where PBS would replace most of the pres-

criptive regulations pertaining to heavy vehicles including 

network access of road freight vehicles.  As with Canada, 

PBS was developed in response to what were broadly agreed 

as inflexible prescriptive heavy vehicle regulations thereby 

providing objective and transparent national standards for 

vehicle compliance. The process of developing and imple-

menting PBS in Australia occurred over a period of some 

12 years and consisted of six consecutive phases.

The following list summarises the Australian Performance 

Measures:

PErformAnCE STAnDArDS

Vehicle stability standards

1 Static rollover threshold

2 Directional stability under braking 

3 Yaw damping coefficient 

Trailer dynamic performance standards

4 High-speed transient offtracking

5 Tracking Ability on a Straight Path

6 Rearward Amplification 

Vehicle powertrain standards

7 Startability

8 Gradeability

9 Acceleration capability

Vehicle manoeuvrability standards

10 Low-speed swept path

11 Frontal swing

12 Tail swing

13 Steer tyre friction demand

Infrastructure standards

14 Bridge loading

15 Tyre contact pressure distribution

16 Pavement horizontal loading

It is estimated that the implementation of PBS in Australia  

will result in financial, social and environmental benefits of 

$AU 5.71 bn over a 20 year time frame.  The estimated annual 

compliance cost is approximately $AU 4.7 mm which repre-

sents and additional $AU 1.2 mm per year compared with 

compliance costs for the previous system.  All types and sizes 

of commercial vehicles can benefit from the implementation 

and use of performance-based standards in a way that allows 

for the analysis of a fully integrated road transport system 

which is critical for sustainable transport policy development.  
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Two DIffErEnT rEgulATory APProAChES  
SuPPorTED By PBS:  
ThE CASES of CAnADA AnD AuSTrAlIA

This paper documents two different PBS systems that 

have been implemented by two countries, each using very 

different regulatory approaches supported by PBS.

The distinctly different approach taken by both countries 

underscores the degree of f lexibility open to regulators 

regarding the creation of regulatory instruments based on 

or supported by PBS.  In both cases, there is strong evidence 

that such systems have signif icantly improved transport 

efficiency, creativity and safety. Whereas in Canada, PBS 

have been used as a basis for developing a prescriptive limits 

regulatory framework (the changes in performance following 

changes in vehicle configuration and dimensions are then 

determined by computer simulations or physical tests), in 

Australia, the approach is far more prescriptive. Possibly the 

first approach would fit best the EU cost-efficiency require-

ments in terms of enforcement and compliance.

This paper provides examples of how PBS could be 

further developed in the form of “essential requirements” 

supported by “key performance indicators” to assess and 

encourage improvements in the sustainable value of road 

transport. 

 

The potential for combining PBS in the form of “essential 

requirements” together with “key performance indicators” 

will provide vehicle performance assurance as well as per-

formance outcome data to actively measure the net societal 

benefits attributable to the most efficient vehicles.  Moreover, 

such objective information would be useful to counter the 

emotional arguments that often are used to block the imple-

mentation of more efficient vehicles such as EMS.

Examples of key performance indicators may include 

lives and injuries saved, fuel and emissions reductions, 

infrastructure consumption reduction, and intermodal acti-

vity.  Performance indicator data can also be used to fine tune 

policy over time as size and weight regulation should be 

considered a living entity requiring constant vigilance and 

periodic adjustment to deal with the unexpected. 
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1.

Introduction

Commercial vehicles come in all shapes and sizes, and 

exist to do work for the benefit of society.  They are purpose 

built to transport products related to manufacturing, mining, 

and agriculture, and to transport food and goods to the manu-

facturing and retail sector and increasingly, small packages 

to households.  Large commercial vehicles are governed by 

size and weight policy that directly influences safety, produc-

tivity and efficiency. Therefore, depending on the quality of 

the regulation, transportation efficiency and safety can be 

improved or inhibited.  

Unlike light vehicles, commercial truck safety must be 

considered within the context of the transport system, as 

safety outcome is highly dependent on vehicle productivity 

and design which are largely dictated by the characteristics 

of the product to be transported and the vehicle size and 

weight constraints contained in regulations.  The combina-

tion of these factors has direct influence on national freight 

transport efficiency, on fuel use, emissions, infrastructure 

consumption and safety therefore heavy vehicle size and 

weight policy has far-reaching implications for society.  This 

paper focuses on performance-based standards approach 

to regulation and examines how these metrics can be used 

to evolve policy towards a more sustainable transport path.  

Proponents argue that this new approach has advantages 

over prescriptive regulation in that it provides flexibility for 

vehicle design allowing the shipper to optimise efficiency, 

productivity and safety performance ensuring maximum 

societal benefit.  

It is clear that the concept of replacing prescriptive 

regulation with performance-based standards is not neces-

sarily a suitable option for many jurisdictions, including the 

EU.  However, the PBS approach can be successfully used 

to improve the societal value of prescriptive regulation 

by developing a specific subset of measures to underpin 

fuel conservation, emissions output and safety.  Within the 

context of the EU, such an approach presents the possibility 

of creating a PBS/Prescriptive hybrid, possibly in the form of 

“Essential Requirements”, to encourage more sustainable 

goods transport. 

2. 

Defining Performance-Based  
Standards

The canadian experience 

InTroDuCTIon

Commercial vehicle performance-based standards were 

originally conceived as a set of metrics intended to assess 

vehicle compatibility with the infrastructure and to quantify 

the dynamic characteristics of particular configurations with 

respect to rollover, yaw instability and lane encroachment.  

PBS were first introduced during a successful effort to 

harmonise heavy vehicle weight and dimension regulations 

in Canada during the mid-1980s  1   2 .  In Canada each province 

independently controls its own truck size and weight policy, 

for all roads within the particular province.  Since the Canadian  

federal government has no dominion over the provinces in 

this regard, it is not surprising that regulations in each pro-

vince were unique and varied considerably from province to 

province thereby impeding efficient transport across provin-

cial boundaries.  The lack of regulatory uniformity compro-

mised interprovincial transport efficiency presenting signifi-

cant challenges given that the country spans some 5,000 km  

and consists of ten provinces with most borders vertically 

aligned and a primary road system that runs horizontally from 

coast to coast crossing these boundaries.  

The Canadian approach  3  sought to achieve regulatory 

harmonisation of size and weight policy by conducting a com-

prehensive size and weight study based on rigorous scientific  

study and engineering methods to analyse pavement and 

vehicle performance.  The research included a parametric 

sensitivity analysis using vehicle dynamic simulation and 

field testing for stability and offtracking, full scale pavement 

testing for axle loads and axle spacing.  It also included 

laboratory road/vehicle dynamic shaker testing to define 

dynamic load characteristics of suspensions leading to the 

identification of road friendly suspensions.  In the course of 

this research, it became apparent that the provincial regula-

tors would be in the best position to achieve harmonisation 

if a set of objective metrics were created to help establish 

technical principals upon which the regulatory framework 

could be based.  
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SummAry of CAnADIAn PBS mETrICS 

The extensive testing and computer simulation carried 

out under the Canadian size and weight research program 

served to evaluate and document the wide range of stability 

and control characteristics of vehicles found in the commer-

cial transport fleet at the time. In reviewing the findings, it 

was recognised that the manner in which the vehicle was 

configured, the means by which trailers were coupled, the 

axle layout and the manner in which the load was distributed 

profoundly influence the stability and control characteristics 

and the compatibility of the vehicle with highway geometry.  

Based on these observations, a set of regulatory principles 

were established that directed size and weight policy deve-

lopment within the context of the following objectives:

• To encourage the use of the most stable heavy vehicle 

configurations through the implementation of practical, 

enforceable weight and dimensions limits.

• To balance the available capacities of the national highway 

transportation system by encouraging the use of the most 

productive vehicle configurations relative to their impact 

on the infrastructure.

• To provide the motor transport industry with the ability to 

serve markets across Canada using safe, productive, natio-

nally acceptable equipment.

The Canadian weights and dimensions study “Imple-

mentation Planning Subcommittee” compiled regulatory 

principles and proposed weight and dimension limits for a set 

of vehicle configurations that were evaluated against seven 

performance measures  4 . As recommended by the Technical 

Steering Committee of the research program, vehicles exhibi-

ting performance which meet or exceed the reference levels 

for the performance measures should be encouraged.  The 

measures were categorised into two distinct groups; Stability 

and Control Measures and Offtracking Measures:  Descrip-

tions of these measures can be found in the Appendix A.  

CAnADIAn VEhIClE EnVEloPES

Using the PBS and the results of the sensitivity analysis, 

the Implementation Committee developed a set of “vehicle 

envelopes” defining the general vehicle layout including 

ranges for certain component variables such as axle spa-

cing and hitch placement.  This PBS/Prescriptive approach 

provides f lexibility in design for various vehicle classes.  

The envelope concept reduces the burden of compliance 

evaluation by giving the vehicle designer some flexibility for 

vehicle optimisation within a prescriptive regulatory system. 

An example of the vehicle envelope is shown in FIgURE 1. To 

qualify vehicles that are outside of the envelopes, PBS can be 

used as a compliance tool to judge acceptability.  

Canada has developed unique policies with respect to 

the operation of long combination vehicles and some pro-

vinces use PBS to approve candidate vehicles [5].  In most 

provinces, LCVs (Longer Combination Vehicles) operate 

under a special permit program governed by strict operating 

conditions.  The structure and enforcement mechanisms 

of the policy engender a level safety consciousness within 

the LCV fleet, which far exceeds that found in other vehicle 

classes.  The principle motivating factor for heightened safety 

performance is related to the special safety requirements 

and fact that a special permit can easily be revoked for safety 

performance failure.  The special permit system requires that 

operators be trained to meet and maintain the requirements 

outlined in the Canadian Trucking Alliance’s “Longer Combi-

nation Vehicles Driver’s Manual.”  The province of Alberta has 

the following requirements for LCV drivers: 

Drivers must obtain an annual certificate verifying that they 

are in compliance with certain requirements related to the 

type of license, training, driving experience, physical fitness, 

criminal records.The permit conditions also place controls on 

where LCVs can operate including hours of operation (time of 

day), vehicle dimensions such as wheelbase, hitch offset and 

dolly drawbar length.  The policy also contains operational 

requirements such as adverse weather restrictions, require-

ments that the vehicles track properly and do not sway, and 

requirements that vehicles do not cross opposing lanes of 

traffic unless absolutely necessary.

The Alberta policy governing LCV movements is designed  

to reduce high risk travel of the LCV fleet.  This is done by 

restricting movement in urban areas during peak hours, 

public holidays or during inclement weather.  The safety per-

formance of the Alberta LCVs was found to be in the order of 

3 to 5 times better than the standard tractor semi-trailer fleet 

operating on identical roads (crashes, fatalities, injuries per 

distance travelled). 
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DImEnSIon  lImIT

Overall Length Maximum 25 m

Overall Width Maximum 2.6 m

Overall Height Maximum 4.15 m

Box Length Maximum 20.0 m

Tractor

Wheelbase Maximum 6.2 m

Tandem Axle Spread Minimum 1.2 m / Maximum 1.85 m

Lead Semitrailer

Wheelbase Minimum 6.25 m

Kingpin Setback Maximum 2.0 m radius

Tandem Axle Spread Minimum 1.2 m / Maximum 1.85 m

Tridem Axle Spread Minimum 2.4 m / Maximum 3.1 m

Track Width Minimum 2.5 m / Maximum 2.6 m

Fifth Wheel Position No more than 0.3 m behind 
  the centre of the rearmost axle 
  on the semitrailer

DImEnSIon  lImIT

Second Semitrailer

Wheelbase Minimum 6.25 m

Kingpin Setback  Maximum 2.0 m radius

Tandem Axle Spread Minimum 1.2 m / Maximum 1.85 m

Tridem Axle Spread Minimum 2.4 m / Maximum 3.1 m

Track Width Minimum 2.5 m / Maximum 2.6 m

* Sum of Semitrailer Wheelbases Maximum 17.0 m

Interaxle Spacings

Single Axle to Single 
or Tandem Axle Minimum 3.0 m

Tandem Axle to Tandem Axle Minimum 5.0 m

Tandem Axle to Tridem Axle Minimum 5.5 m

Tridem Axle to Tridem Axle Minimum 6.0 m

Category 3 B Train Double | Part 2 – Weight Limits

wEIghT lImIT

Axle Weight Limits

Steering Axle Maximum 5 500 kg

Single Axle (dual tyres) Maximum 9 100 kg

Tandem Axle

Axle Spread 1.2 m - 1.85 m Maximum 17 000 kg

wEIghT lImIT

Tridem Axle

Axle Spread 2.4 m to less than 3.0 m Maximum 21 000 kg

Axle Spread 3.0 m to 3.1 m Maximum 23 000 kg

Gross Vehicle Weight Limits

Five Axles Maximum 40 700 kg

Six Axles Maximum 48 600 kg

Seven Axles Maximum 56 500 kg

Eight Axles Maximum 62 500 kg

Max 5500kg

sOurce Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy: Heavy Truck Weight and Dimension Limits for Interprovincial Operations in Canada.

Single Axle – Max 9 100 kg

Tandem Axle – Max 17 000 kg

Tandem Axle – Max 17 000 kg

Tridem Axle :

 spread 2.4 to < 3.0m : Max 21 000 kg

 spread 3.0 to 3.1m : Max 23 000 kg

Single Axle – Max 9 100 kg

Tandem Axle – Max 17 000 kg

 figure 1 Example of Canadian vehicle envelope created using PBS

  sOurce TAc

Category 3 B Train Double | Part 1 - Dimension Limits
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The Australian experience 

InTroDuCTIon

Australia has implemented a nationwide PBS system 

for regulating weights and dimensions that is tied to a road 

access network based on freight vehicle class.  As with  

Canada, the Australian PBS was developed in response to 

what were broadly agreed as inflexible prescriptive heavy 

vehicle regulations.  The reformed system provides for flexi-

bility in vehicle design, allowing creative forces to be applied 

to the development of specialised vehicles that improve the 

efficiency and safety of particular transport tasks.  Australia 

took PBS to a higher level by largely replacing the pres-

criptive system with a unique PBS regulatory instrument.   

The original objectives of the Australian PBS effort can be 

summarised as follows:

1. Provide more sustainable transport systems through  

improved road vehicle regulations controlling heavy vehi-

cle safety and infrastructure impacts.

2. Provide more flexible road transport regulations that allow 

increased innovation and more rapid adoption of new tech-

nologies, while providing seamless operations nationally.

Consideration was given to fleet implications as depicted 

in  FIgURE 2 .  The focus of the PBS system was towards indivi-

dual vehicle assessment spanning the space between gene-

ric high productivity vehicle such as B-doubles and highly 

innovative vehicles that are often required by the agriculture 

and mining industries.

  Performance-based assessment –  
 figure 2 fleet coverage objectives

  sOurce NTc

ThE SIx PhASES of PBS ImPlEmEnTATIon  
In AuSTrAlIA

The road to implementing PBS in Australia was long 

requiring comprehensive analysis, significant institutional 

change within a judicious process.  The project consisted of 

six phases  6   7  spanning some 12 years as described below 

and illustrated in   FIgURE 3 :

⊲ PhAsE A : Performance Measures and standards

 Identifying the appropriate performance measures and 

standards and surveying the performance of the current 

heavy vehicle fleet.

⊲ PhAsE B : regulatory and compliance Processes

 Establishing a regulatory system in which Performance-

based Standards can operate as a seamless national 

alternative to existing prescriptive regulations including 

national compliance and enforcement arrangements.

⊲ PhAsE C : Guidelines

 Preparing guidelines detailing the procedures and pro-

cesses for the consistent application of Performance-

based Standards.

⊲ PhAsE D : Legislation

 Developing the legislative arrangements for Performance-

based Standards to operate as an alternative to prescrip-

tive regulations. 

⊲ PhAsE E : Case Studies

 Assembling work previously conducted and demonstra-

ting the practical application of Performance-based Stan-

dards to nationally agreed priorities.

⊲ PhAsE F : Implementation

 Putting in place the necessary legislative and administra-

tive systems to allow Performance-based Standards to 

operate nationally and providing the training and informa-

tion to support these changes.

The Australian heavy truck regulatory system is comprised  

of prescriptive regulations, a permit system and a PBS access 

system.  The regulations are bifurcated in the following way: 

• National “model” regulations developed by the National 

Transport Commission in collaboration with road agencies 

and approved by ATC - the Australian Transport Council,  

a ministerial forum for consultations and advice to govern-

ments on the coordination of national transport and road 

issues.

• As state or territory regulations which may complement 

national model regulations, or substitute for them (where a 

state or territory has not accepted the model regulations).
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 figure 3 Timeline of PBS development

  sOurce NTc

The national Australian PBS legislation classifies heavy 

vehicles on the basis of freight task as follows: 

⊲ General access vehicles, which are those complying with 

the vehicle standards and mass and loading regulations 

(e.g. rigid trucks, semi-trailers, standard type truck trailers).

⊲ Class 1 vehicles are engaged in “special purpose” trans-

port operations, which include oversize and over mass, 

agricultural and mobile plant vehicles (e.g. low loaders, 

concrete mixer trucks).

⊲ Class 2 vehicles are specif ic types and combinations, 

which are compliant with applicable model regulations. As 

a result of their size and/or mass, they are subject to restric-

ted access (e.g. B-doubles, road trains and long buses).

⊲ Class 3 vehicles are non-standard heavy vehicles which do 

not fall within the class 1 or 2 categories. These are typically 

higher productivity vehicles which operate under conces-

sional access/permit schemes or under the PBS scheme 

(e.g. super B-doubles and under existing legislation, all 

PBS vehicles). Their access to the road network is either 

restricted or in accordance with the PBS access levels.

One of the objectives of the Australian PBS system was 

to develop a system that would match vehicles to appro-

priate road networks. As a result, a stratified road network 

classif ication was devised which became known as the 

“performance-based standards road network levels”.  Under 

the prescriptive system, there were four network levels that 

restricted heavy vehicle use in the following order:

• general access (subject to a 50 tonne gross mass limit)

• B-doubles

• Road train type I

• Road train type II

PBS mass and dimension limits have precedence over 

the normal limits.  

TEChnICAl ASSESSmEnT of PBS VEhIClES  
In AuSTrAlIA

There is well defined protocol detailing the procedures 

by which a candidate vehicle is assessed using PBS  8 . The 

assessment may be carried out by a qualified certifier using 

either field tests or numerical simulation.  Vehicle characte-

ristics such as engine, gearbox differential, mass, wheels, 

tyres, axles, couplings, suspensions and dimensions must 

be formally recorded in a specified format.  At the discretion 

of the assessor, a sensitivity analysis may be required if it is 

believed that small changes in “risk sensitive parameters” will 

likely result in large variations in vehicle behaviour. Once the 

candidate vehicle is found to be in compliance with the indi-

vidual standards, a “certificate of compliance’ is issued. The 

assessor is required to retain all documentation related to the 

analysis for a period of 5 years.   

1998

Performance-based  
Standards concept

conceived
ATC approved  

adoption of PBS
COAg recognised 

the potential of PBS
PBS discussion  

paper published

PBS review 
document 
published

ATC endorsed policy 
framework for 

development of PBS 
approach

First meeting of the 
interim Review Panel

ATC approved a  
refined PBS package / 

First PBS Review Pannel 
meeting

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Evolution of Performance-Based standards
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PBS compliance can be achieved either with field testing 

or simulation.  In addition, a vehicle type approval option 

exists for vehicles built in accordance with a particular design 

that has achieved compliance.  The PBS system includes a 

provision that may allow a successful vehicle to be exempted 

from prescriptive regulation in the following dimensional and 

component categories:

• Width

• Length of single motor vehicles

• Length of single trailers

• Length of combinations

• Rear overhang with an exception

• Trailer drawbar length

• Height

• Attachment of couplings and drawbar eyes on long road 

trains

• Tow coupling overhang on long road trains

• Retractable axles

ACTIVE PBS rEquIrEmEnTS In AuSTrAlIA

Sixteen standards relating to the operational perfor-

mance of a vehicle form the basis of the Australian PBS  

system which represents a distillation of the measures out-

lined in the Definition of Potential Performance Measures 

and Initial Standards study  9 . The measures are organised as 

follows within Table 1 and a full explanation of the measures is 

provided in Appendix B:

• Vehicle stability standards 

• Trailer dynamic performance standards

• Vehicle powertrain standards

• Vehicle manoeuvrability standards

• Infrastructure standards

PErformAnCE STAnDArDS DESCrIPTIon

Vehicle stability standards

1 Static rollover threshold Ensures that geometry and suspension provide a set level of vehicle stability

2 Directional stability under braking Ensures that vehicles remain controllable when braking in a turn

3 Yaw damping coefficient Ensures that vehicles do not suffer excessive roll oscillation after manoeuvres

Trailer dynamic performance standards

4 High-speed transient offtracking Ensures that trailers follow the path of the prime mover during unbraked avoidance manoeuvres

5 Tracking Ability on a Straight Path Ensures that trailers of multi-articulated vehicles do not swing excessively 
  after avoidance manoeuvres

6 Rearward Amplification Ensures that trailers do not have excessive lateral response during evasive manoeuvres. 

Vehicle powertrain standards

7 Startability Ensures that the fully laden vehicle may start on a hill of set grade

8 Gradeability Ensures that the fully laden vehicle may maintain speed on a hill of set grade

9 Acceleration capability Ensures that a vehicle may accelerate at an appropriate rate to clear traffic lights etc.

Vehicle manoeuvrability standards

10 Low-speed swept path Ensures that a vehicle may safely manoeuvre around corners typical of those found 
   on its compatible network without cutting the corner

11 Frontal swing Ensures that a vehicle may safely manoeuvre around corners typical of those found 
   on its compatible network without contacting the rear of the vehicle

12 Tail swing Ensures that a vehicle may safely manoeuvre around corners typical of those found 
   on its compatible network without contacting the rear of the vehicle

13 Steer tyre friction demand Ensures that steering axle will be effective in changing the course of the vehicle 
   as required by driver input

Infrastructure standards

14 Bridge loading Ensures that vehicle mass is compatible with bridge infrastructure for set route

15 Tyre contact pressure distribution Ensures that pressure transferred to the road surface by the tyres is compatible 
   with road infrastructure for set route

16 Pavement horizontal loading Ensures that horizontal force transferred to the road surface by the tyres is compatible 
   with road infrastructure for set route

 Table 1 Summary of Australian PBS measures
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EConomIC ImPACT of PBS In AuSTrAlIA

NTC produced a Regulatory Impact Statement  10  that 

contains an estimate of the impact of PBS.  The f inancial 

analysis was based on work reported by Hassall  11 . The key 

objectives of the Australian PBS scheme are as follows:

• improved freight productivity

• reduced impact on the environment with regard to vehicle 

emissions and CO
2
, and

• reduced impact on society with regard to reductions in 

road trauma and congestion.

The analysis was conducted under with the assumption 

of the following options:

⊲ OPTiOn 1 – Maintain the status quo by keeping the current 

administrative scheme in place in which PBS acts as a 

national assessment system requiring state-based permits 

for road network access.

⊲ OPTiOn 2 – Move to a state-based assessment and access 

system to provide high levels of flexibility and better single 

state access assurance.

⊲ OPTiOn 3 – Move to a national assessment and access 

framework utilising the national heavy vehicle law and  

national heavy vehicle regulator to improve national 

consistency and certainty of access.

The following  TABLES 2 › 4  summarise impacts benefits 

and compliance costs.  

 Table 2 Summary of option impact against objectives

BEnEfIT SECTor oPT. 1 oPT. 2 oPT. 3

Improved 
industry participation LOW MediuM HigH

Improve freight 
sector productivity MediuM MediuM HigH

Reduced impact 
on the environment MediuM MediuM HigH

Reduced impact 
on society (road trauma) MediuM MediuM HigH

Certainty of access LOW HigH HigH

National consistency MediuM LOW HigH

Reduced compliance cost LOW MediuM MediuM

 Table 4 Compliance  cost per annum by option

ASSESSmEnT 
mETrICS oPT. 1 oPT. 2 oPT. 3

1.  Fatality 
 Savings to 2030 23.8 20.4 87.3

1A. Fatality 
 Savings ($ nominal) $0.083 bn $0.071 bn $0.305 bn

2. Total CO
2
 

 Savings Million tonnes 0.99 Mt 0.72 Mt 3.75 Mt

2A. Total CO
2
 

 Savings ($ nominal) $0.023 bn $0.017 bn $0.086 bn

3.  PBS Kilometer 
 Savings 2011 - 2030 1.06 B kms 0.95 B kms 3.7 B kms

3A.  Direct Financial Savings 
 2011 – 2030 ($ nominal) $1.79 bn $1.74 bn $5.54 bn

Total savings (1A+2A+3A)
Nominal $0.083 bn $0.083 bn $0.083 bn

4. Compliance 
 Costs ($ Nominal) $-0.084 bn $-0.136 bn $-0.112 bn

5. Administration 
 Costs ($ Nominal) $-0.011 bn $-0.029 bn $-0.016 bn

Total costs (4+5) Nominal $-0.095 bn $-0.165 bn $-0.128 bn

Net direct savings 
PBs 2011 -2030 (Nominal) $1.805 bn $1.665 bn $5.712 bn

CoST oPT. 1 oPT. 2 oPT. 3

Compliance 
cost ($/year) $3,120,000 $5,044,000 $4,152,000

Administrative 
cost ($/year) $419,600 $1,100,000 $580,800

Total costs ($/year) $3,539,600 $6,144,000 $4,732,800

   Summary of financial, 
 Table 3 social and environmental benefits by option
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 figure 4 Illustration “A-Train and B-Train Couplings”

 
 

3.

Discussion

InTroDuCTIon

Australia and Canada have evolved two distinct size and 

weight policy instruments based on PBS.  The Canadian situa-

tion prior to regulatory reform was highly fractured as there 

was little uniformity in size and weight policy even for common 

workhorse vehicles.  Canada achieved uniformity by creating 

a set of vehicle envelopes based on configuration type contai-

ning dimensional ranges for key vehicle parameters allowing 

some variability in design to optimise vehicle productivity.  

The reform policy provided a standardised nationally fleet for 

inter-provincial transport however some provinces retained 

their original size and weight regulations for intra-provincial 

transport.  PBS assessment was retained on an exception 

basis to evaluate highly specialised vehicles.  This approach 

provided a less complex implementation process, minimizing 

regulatory change and disruption to the industry.  

The new regulations allowed greater gVW for B-train 

conf iguration than the A-train conf iguration shown in  

 FIgURE 4 .  This is because the B-train has superior stability 

and control characteristics compared with the A-train.  The 

preferential mass of approximately 5.5 tonnes that was 

given to the B-train had the effect of greatly reducing their 

number of A-trains within the Canadian fleet.  The B-train 

gives Canada considerable transportation advantage over its 

trading partner the U.S. Compared with vehicles operating on 

the U.S. interstate system which are limited to 36,000 kg, the 

B-train has a productivity advantage of a factor of two, with 

68% less fuel and gHg output based on cargo mass and 20% 

improved crash rate compared to tractor semi-trailers.  This 

gives Canada a significant competitive, environmental, car-

bon footprint and safety advantage in road freight transport 

in relation to its largest trading partner.

Prior to the introduction of PBS in Australia, there was 

good size and weight uniformity for workhorse vehicles such 

as the tractor semitrailer and single unit trucks.  However 

there were very few options for higher productivity vehicles 

except for the road trains that operated in remote regions.  

The Australian PBS system helped unify regulations on  

B-trains and provides the opportunity for creativity in vehi-

cle design to maximize productivity.  Since Australia is a 

country without neighbouring borders, it is not encumbered 

with international considerations for road freight transport 

compatibility in size and weight.  The Australian PBS system 

transformed the regulatory process diminishing the prescrip-

tive regulatory component.  The Australian PBS regulatory 

reform is a remarkable achievement given the complexity of 

the task, the thoroughness of the effort and the advancement 

of PBS metric use.  

One striking omission with the set of PBS metrics used 

for both countries is the absence of fuel consumption, gHg 

emissions and achieved safety outcome measures (key per-

formance indicators) for given vehicle configurations.  Such 

measures would help to more comprehensively distinguish 

the societal value of particular vehicle units from others 

thereby providing an added dimension supporting policy 

evaluation and providing an objective means of measuring 

transport sustainability.  
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PBS for SuSTAInABlE TrAnSPorT

The OECD International Transport Forum recently 

completed research effort on truck transportation sustaina-

bility  12   13  which examined how truck size and weight policy 

influences vehicle productivity, fuel use and vehicle emis-

sions.  In addition, the U.S. Academy of Sciences recently 

published a report  14  which was used to support the recently 

announced fuel economy standards for large commercial 

vehicles in the U.S.  The U.S. study focused on the full range 

of commercial vehicles ranging from small commercial vehi-

cles with gVW of 4,500 kg to the largest vehicles operating 

on public roads.  Consideration of all sizes of commercial 

vehicles was very important because it provided an oppor-

tunity to extend the performance-based standard concept 

to all commercial vehicle classes in a way that allows for the 

analysis of a fully integrated road transport system which is 

critical for sustainable transport policy development.   

Both of these studies stressed the importance of creating 

performance measures linking vehicle productivity to fuel 

use rather than focusing strictly on fuel consumption inde-

pendent of freight task.  Considering most truck transporta-

tion, the nature of the freight task can be classified as volume 

limited or mass limited. Mass-limited freight is of sufficiently 

high density that the gVW will be reached before the volu-

metric capacity of the vehicle is fully utilised. Volume limited 

freight is of sufficiently low density that it occupies all of the 

available cargo space before the gVW is achieved.  Vehicles 

are often designed on the basis of mass or volumetric capa-

city, and the characteristics of these vehicles are somewhat 

sensitive to the methods used to calculate fuel consumption.

With this in mind, the Academy of Sciences Committee 

produced the following findings and recommendation per-

taining to performance-based standards for improving truck 

fuel consumption  14 . (note: for the purpose of this report the 

units have been converted to metric):

 Finding 8-5. Choosing a metric associated with the mo-

vement of freight will promote improvements that increase 

the amount of cargo that can be carried per unit of fuel consu-

med, and thus provide a means of quantifying the benefits 

of more productive vehicles that move the same amount of 

freight with fewer trips and less distance traveled, such as 

longer combination vehicles (LCVs).

Finding 8-6. Setting a metric based exclusively on  

liters/tonne-km may not adequately address light-density 

freight that is limited by volume.

Recommendation 8-3. NHTSA should establish fuel 

consumption metrics tied to the task associated with a parti-

cular type of medium- or heavy-duty vehicle and set targets 

based on potential improvements in vehicle efficiency and 

vehicle or trailer changes to increase cargo-carrying capa-

city. NHTSA should determine whether a system of standards 

for full but lightly loaded (cube limited) vehicles can be deve-

loped using only the load specific fuel consumption metric or 

whether these vehicles need a different metric to properly 

measure fuel efficiency without compromising the design of 

the vehicles.
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AEroDynAmIC DrAg

One of the most ef fective means of improving fuel 

efficiency of large commercial vehicles, apart from payload 

capacity, is to reduce aerodynamic drag.   FIgURE 5  below 

depicts the energy losses of a typical tractor semitrailer 

operating within the U.S.  At high speed, aerodynamic losses 

account for 15 to 22 percent of fuel use.

There are several vehicle treatments that can be used to 

alter aerodynamic drag, some of which lengthen the vehicle 

without increasing cargo capacity.  One such solution is refer-

red to as ‘boat tails” shown in  FIgURE 6 , described exten-

sively in  15  .  It consists of a light-weight external extension 

of the trailer allowing the air flow to remain attached as the 

vehicle cross section diminishes resulting in a reduction in 

the area of negative pressure at the end of the vehicle, which 

reduces drag force.

Aerodynamic treatments of this type extend the length of 

the vehicle in the order of 50 to 60 cm which will contravene 

prescriptive size and weight regulations unless regulatory 

flexibility can be introduced to accommodate such innovation. 

SPECIAl ConSIDErATIonS for ThE Eu

There are other aerodynamic treatments which may alter 

classic vehicle design and form in a way that may violate pres-

criptive regulations.  For example in Europe, there are limited 

options available to truck tractor manufactures to include 

front end aerodynamic treatments given the very limited 

longitudinal length of these vehicles within regulated length 

constraints.  Allowing additional frontal extension in front or 

as an extension of the occupant compartment would provide 

vehicle manufacturers with the ability to improve the drag 

coefficient of trucks through reshaping the front profile of the 

vehicle and provide additional space for occupants and for 

engine cooling to achieve emissions output improvements.

It is also conceivable that this additional space may 

allow for the development of improved crashworthiness. PBS 

would be a very effective means of controlling such exten-

sions as shown in  FIgURE 7 , where the vehicle combination, 

despite a longer cab, does not require more space. Another 

PBS likely to be considered in this context is forward and 

downward vision.

given the expanding need for industry to innovate in the 

face of fuel and emission constraints, there is a clear oppor-

tunity to extend the scope of performance-based systems 

within the context of size and weight policy to help promote 

 figure 5 Energy loss proportion for a tractor semitrailer at cruise (GVW 36,000 kg)

  sOurce TrB
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 figure 6 Aerodynamic “boat tail” used to reduce aerodynamic drag

  sOurce TrB

fuel efficiency and emissions reduction through innovation 

in vehicle design.  Considering the examples given above, 

it is conceivable that performance-based standards could 

be developed to ensure that any additional length provided 

through regulation could be objectively assessed to deter-

mine the societal benefits while ensuring that freight task 

optimisation and safety remain in play.  These standards 

could take the form of “Essential Requirements” specifically 

developed to promote societal benefit.

The European Modular System (EMS) concept was 

developed with the intent of using standardised loading 

units (7,82 m and 13,60 m), operating on specific roads and 

having compatibility with other transport modes.  By any 

measure, EMS represents a significant step forward in the 

strategic systems approach to transport. The goal of making 

EMS “plug compatible” with rail, waterway and sea transport 

is an extremely important strategic policy initiative for future 

transport system optimisation.  No other region of the world 

has endeavored to develop a homogeneous fleet with such 

broad compatibility.  There is great potential for incorporating 

“Essential Requirements” within the context of EMS imple-

mentation.  There is also the opportunity to incorporate “key 

performance indicators” to actively measure the net societal 

benefits attributable to EMS.  Such information would be use-

ful to counter the negative emotional arguments that often 

are used to block implementation of more efficient vehicles.  

Examples of key performance indicators may include lives  

saved, fuel and emissions reductions, infrastructure 

consumption reduction, and intermodal activity.  Performance 

indicator data can also be used to fine tune policy over time. 

ExAmPlES of oThEr PoTEnTIAl oPPorTunITIES

When examining the performance of smaller commercial 

vehicles, a unique set of metrics may be helpful in improving 

societal value.  For example, the package freight industry ser-

vicing private residences is naturally motivated by customers 

to deliver packages in the most expedient manner possible 

which may not necessarily be the most eff icient.  This is  

because customers value quick delivery and are largely 

blind to vehicle efficiency.  Current purchasing and product 

delivery systems are largely based on order-placement-

to-house-delivery-time.  Customers are given a choice of 

delivery options differentiated by price, such as next day, two 

day and standard delivery.  At times, carriers are obliged to 

deliver packages to single households by a certain date irres-

pective of vehicle load factors within the destination area.  

Under such circumstances vehicle efficiency could be impro-

ved by holding packages at the sorting facility, perhaps for an 

extra day until truck load and distance factors for particular 

delivery areas reached a certain threshold.  Developing per-

formance metrics that promote vehicle efficiency for package  

delivery would provide customers with “green” delivery 
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options.  This would imply a reduction in vehicle distance 

travelled per packaged delivered which presumably would 

impact fuel use, emissions output, congestion and safety.

Another example of how performance-based metrics can 

be applied to smaller trucks are found in vocational vehicles.  

For example, specialised trucks with hydraulic lift buckets  

used by electrical utility companies are often stationary with 

the engine idling for most of the day as workers make repairs 

to infrastructure.  Performance-based metrics could be used 

to encourage the use of battery power and automatic engine 

restart to energise the hydraulic system rather than conti-

nuously idling the main engine to generate hydraulic power 

which is needed only intermittently.  

4.

Conclusion

This paper documents two different PBS systems that 

have been implemented by two countries, each using very 

different regulatory approaches supported by PBS. Canada 

has a set of vehicle envelopes based on configuration type 

containing dimensional ranges for key vehicle parameters 

allowing some variability in design to optimise vehicle pro-

ductivity. In Australia, all vehicle configurations and dimen-

sions comply with PBS requirements. The distinctly different 

approach taken by both countries underscores the degree of 

flexibility open to regulators regarding the creation of regu-

latory instruments based on or supported by PBS.  In both 

cases, there is strong evidence that such systems have signi-

ficantly improved transport efficiency, creativity and safety.  

Key lessons learned from the Canadian experience are that 

high-efficiency vehicles can be operated under special per-

mit systems that significantly reduce the risk of crashes and 

that the privilege of participating in such ‘privileged” systems 

engenders a heightened safety culture within participating 

transport companies.

This paper provides examples of how PBS could be 

further developed in the form of “Essential Requirements” 

supported by “key performance indicators” to assess and 

encourage improvements in the sustainable value of road 

transport. 

 

The potential for combining PBS in the form of “Essential 

Requirements” together with “key performance indicators” 

will provide vehicle performance assurance as well as per-

formance outcome data to actively measure the net socie-

tal benefits attributable to different configurations.  Such 

information would also be useful to counter the emotional 

arguments that often are used to block implementation of 

more efficient vehicles such as EMS..  Examples of key per-

formance indicators may include lives and injuries saved, 

fuel and emissions reductions, infrastructure consumption 

reduction, and intermodal activity.  Performance indicator 

data can also be used to fine tune policy over time as size and 

weight regulation should be considered a living entity requi-

ring constant vigilance and periodic adjustment to deal with 

the unexpected. 

 

  Example of how PBS could be used  
 figure 7 to control swept path
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A. 

Appendix A

canadian Performance measures 

STABIlITy AnD ConTrol mEASurES

sTATic rOLLOver THresHOLd

The Static Rollover Threshold defines the maximum 

severity of steady turn which a vehicle can tolerate without 

rolling over. The measure expresses the level of lateral acce-

leration, in units of g's of lateral acceleration, beyond which 

overturn occurs. In general, loaded trucks exhibit rollover 

threshold values in the range of 0.25 to 0.40 g, a range which 

lies modestly above the severity levels encountered in the 

normal driving of passenger cars. This measure of truck roll 

stability is known to correlate powerfully with the incidence 

of rollover accidents in highway service.

Target Performance Level :

Vehicles, in the loaded condition, should exhibit a static rollo-

ver threshold of 0.4 g or better. 

Note: Static rollover threshold of 0.4 g is not strictly applied in 

the current system.

dyNAMic LOAd TrANsfer rATiO

Dynamic Load Transfer Ratio characterises the extent to 

which a vehicle approaches the rollover condition in a dyna-

mic steering manoeuvre such as in avoiding an obstacle in 

the roadway. This measure is expressed in terms of the frac-

tional change in tyre loads between left- and right-side tyres 

in the manoeuvre, thus indicating how close the vehicle came 

to lifting off all of its tyres on one side, and rolling over. The 

value which is determined reflects the amplification tenden-

cies by which multiple-trailer combinations tend to "crack the 

whip" in rapid steering manoeuvres. The Load Transfer Ratio 

is calculated as follows:

Load Transfer Ratio = sum|FL-FR|/sum(FL+FR)

FL = Left side tyre loads

FR = Right side tyre loads

Target Performance Level:

When a vehicle in the loaded condition negotiates an obs-

tacle avoidance, or lane change manoeuvre at highway 

speeds, the load transfer ratio should not exceed 0.60.

fricTiON deMANd iN TigHT TurNs

The measure termed, Friction Demand in a Tight Turn, 

pertains to the resistance of multiple, non-steered axles to 

travelling around a tight-radius turn, such as at an intersec-

tion. Especially with semitrailers having widely spread axles, 

the resistance to operating in a curved path results in a requi-

rement, or demand, for tyre side force at the tractor's tandem 

axles. When the pavement friction level is low, such vehicles 

may exceed the friction which is available and produce a 

jackknife-type response. The friction demand measure des-

cribes the minimum level of pavement friction on which the 

vehicle can negotiate an intersection turn without suffering 

such a control loss. When the vehicle design is such that a 

high-friction level is demanded, the vehicle is looked upon 

as inoperable under lower-friction conditions such as prevail 

during much of the Canadian wintertime.

Target Performance Level:

When a vehicle negotiates a 90 ° turn with an outside radius 

of 11 m, the peak required coefficient of friction of the highway 

surface to avoid loss of traction by the tractor drive tyres 

should not exceed 0.1.

BrAkiNg efficieNcy

A Braking Eff iciency measure is used to indicate the 

ability of the braking system to fully utilise the tyre/pavement 

friction available at each axle. It is defined as the percen-

tage of available tyre/road friction limit that can be utilised 

in achieving an emergency stop without incurring wheel 

lockup. For example, a vehicle achieves only a 50% braking 

efficiency level when it suffers wheel lockup while braking at 

0.2 g's on a surface which could ideally support a 0.4 g stop. 

The braking efficiency measure is meant to characterise the 

quality of the overall braking system as the primary accident 

avoidance mechanism.

It is recognised that in-service heavy vehicle braking 

characteristics are influenced by a multitude of factors inclu-

ding the state of adjustment of the mechanical elements of 

the braking system, the response characteristics of the air 

supply system, the type and condition of tyres on the vehicle, 

the load distribution between axles and the characteristics 

of the road surface. As a consequence, the performance 

measure described above is somewhat theoretical in nature, 

and may not be easily verified through physical testing of 

appropriately configured vehicles. Nonetheless, the Braking 

Efficiency measure, as determined using simulation or ana-

lysis techniques, does provide a valuable, consistent basis 

upon which valid comparisons of the braking performance of 

differing vehicle configurations can be made, and provides 

a reasonable target performance level which vehicles in the 

fleet should be capable of achieving.
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Target Performance Level:

Vehicles in the loaded or unloaded condition should exhibit 

braking efficiencies of 70% or better. Braking efficiency is 

defined as the percentage of available tyre/road friction limit 

that can be utilized in an emergency stop of 0.4 g's decelera-

tion without incurring wheel lockup.  Note:  Since these mea-

sures were developed in the mid 1980’s, the original brake 

performance requirement is now clearly out of date.

offTrACkIng mEASurES

LOW sPeed OffTrAckiNg

Low-Speed Offtracking is defined as the extent of in-

board offtracking which occurs in a turn. In a right-hand turn, 

for example, the rearmost trailer axle follows a path which is 

well to the right of that of the tractor, thus making demands for 

lateral clearance in the layout of pavement intersections. This 

property is of concern to compatibility of the vehicle configu-

ration with the general road system and has implications for 

safety as well as abuse of roadside appurtenances.

Target Performance Level:

When a vehicle negotiates a 90 ° turn with an outside radius 

of 11 m, the maximum extent of lateral excursion of the last 

axle of the vehicle, relative to the path followed by the tractor 

steering axle, should not exceed 6 m.

HigH sPeed OffTrAckiNg

A High-Speed Offtracking measure has been defined 

as the extent of outboard offtracking of the last axle of the 

truck combination in a moderate steady turn of 0.2 g's lateral 

acceleration. This measure is expressed as the lateral offset, 

in meters, between the trailer and tractor paths. Recognizing 

that the driver guides the tractor along a desired path, the 

prospect of trailer tyres following a more outboard path that 

might intersect a curb or an adjacent vehicle or obstacle 

poses a clear safety hazard.

Target Performance Level:

When a vehicle negotiates a turn with a radius of 393 m at a 

speed of 100 km/h, the maximum extent of outboard lateral 

excursion of the last axle of the vehicle, relative to the path fol-

lowed by the tractor steering axle, should not exceed 0.46 m.

TrANsieNT HigH sPeed OffTrAckiNg

The Transient High-Speed Off tracking measure is 

obtained from the same obstacle avoidance manoeuvre as 

that used to define the dynamic rollover stability level and is 

defined as the peak overshoot in the lateral position of the 

rearmost trailer axle, following the severe lane-change-type 

manoeuvre. The amount of overshoot in the rearmost-axle 

path can be viewed as a relative indication of the extent of 

potential intrusion into an adjacent lane of traffic, or the po-

tential for striking a curb (risking an impact-induced rollover). 

In layman's terms, this measure quantifies the magnitude of 

the "tail-wagging" in response to a rapid steer input.

Target Performance Level:

When a vehicle negotiates an obstacle avoidance, or lane 

change, manoeuvre at highway speeds, the maximum lateral 

excursion of the rearmost axle of the vehicle, relative to the 

final lateral path displacement of the steering axle, should not 

exceed 0.8 m.
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B. 

Appendix B

Australian Performance measures 

VEhIClE STABIlITy STAnDArDS

sTATic rOLLOver THresHOLd

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

limiting the rollover tendency of a vehicle during steady turns 

when operating up to the maximum laden mass constituting 

the least favorable load conditions. The highest steady state 

level of lateral acceleration that a vehicle can sustain without 

rolling over must be no less than 0.4 g for dangerous goods 

tankers and no less than 0.35 g for all other vehicles.

direcTiONAL sTABiLiTy uNder BrAkiNg

Since Australia has not mandated anti-lock braking 

systems for heavy trucks, there is a need to evaluate vehicle 

stability performance under severe braking.  The purpose 

of this standard is to manage safety risk of vehicle instability 

when braking in a turn or on pavement cross slopes.  Heavy 

braking in a turn is a challenging manoeuvre that subjects 

the vehicle to a combination of longitudinal and lateral forces 

placing demands on both driver and vehicle performance.  

The PBS regulation requires that a vehicle not exhibit gross 

wheel lock-up in any loading condition and must remain in a 

straight lane of width equal to that specified in the standard 

‘Tracking ability on a straight path’ for the corresponding 

level of operation when it is braked from 60 km/h to achieve 

the assessment deceleration level on a high-friction surface 

roAD ClASS Vehicle Avg. Decl. from
 Configuration  60 km/h

All ACCEss lEvEls Rigid trucks and buses 0.40 g

lEvEl 1 Semi-trailers 0.35 g

lEvEl 2 B-double combinations 0.30 g

lEvEl 3 Road-train A-doubles and B-triples 0.25 g

lEvEl 4 Road-Train A-triples 0.20 g

roadway.  Vehicles having ABS brake systems are deemed 

to comply with this requirement.  The proposed assessment 

deceleration levels are shown in  TABLE 5 . Deceleration levels 

for vehicles participating in the scheme.  The tests must be 

conducted with an unladen vehicle having tyre/road surface 

friction of not more than 0.80.  

yAW dAMPiNg cOefficieNT

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

requiring acceptable attenuation of any sway oscillations 

of rigid vehicles or between the trailers of multi-articulated 

vehicles.  An important consideration in the stability and 

handling of heavy vehicles is how quickly swing, sway or 

yaw oscillations take to decay after a severe manoeuvre has 

been performed.  The parameters that influence rearward 

amplification have similar strong influences on yaw damping 

coefficient.

 figure 8 Illustration of Yaw damping
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 Table 5 for vehicles participating in the scheme
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roAD ClASS maximum Allowable

lEvEl 1 No greater than 0.6 metre

lEvEl 2 No greater than 0.8 metre

lEvEl 3 No greater than 1.0 metre

lEvEl 4 No greater than 1.2 metre

Amplitude A
n
 must be at least 5% of A

1
 and the calculation 

of the mean value of the amplitude ratios must be based upon 

at least 6 amplitudes, as shown in  FIgURE 8 . The mean value 

of the amplitude ratios must be calculated separately for each 

articulation joint, or vehicle unit.  The damping ratio must not 

be less than 0.15 at the certified vehicle speed and applies 

equally to all road classes.  The prescribed manoeuvre 

used in this analysis is the “Single Sine-Wave Lateral Acce-

leration Input”, specified in ISO 14791:2000(E) (International  

Standards Organisation, 2000).  

TrAIlEr DynAmIC PErformAnCE STAnDArDS

HigH-sPeed TrANsieNT OffTrAckiNg

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk 

by limiting the sway of the rearmost trailers of multi-articu-

lated vehicles in avoidance manoeuvres performed without  

braking, at highway speeds.  During an evasive manoeuvre, 

the lateral displacement of the rear end of the last trailer of 

an articulated vehicle may “overshoot” the path of the power 

unit as illustrated in  FIgURE 9 .  The prescribed manoeuvre 

used in this analysis is the “Single Sine-Wave Lateral Acce-

leration Input”, specified in ISO 14791:2000(E) (International 

Standards Organisation, 2000).  The performance levels are 

listed in  TABLE 6 .

TrAckiNg ABiLiTy ON A sTrAigHT PATH

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk  

associated with lane width and lateral clearance by ensuring 

that a vehicle remains within its traffic lane when travelling at 

high speed on straight roads with uneven surfaces.  This requi-

rement is intended for long vehicle combinations.  The stan-

dard considers total swept width while travelling on a straight 

path, including the influence of variations due to crossfall, 

road surface unevenness and (normal) driver steering activity, 

as shown in  FIgURE 10 . The vehicle must traverse a road seg-

ment not less than 1 000 m long at a travel speed not less than  

90 km/h. The vehicle must be driven in a normal manner at the 

specified speed while following a straight path as closely as 

possible.  The performance levels are listed in  TABLE 7 .

roAD ClASS Time to travel 100m

lEvEl 1 Not greater than 2.9 metre

lEvEl 2 Not greater than 3.0 metre

lEvEl 3 Not greater than 3.1 metre

lEvEl 4 Not greater than 3.3 metre

 Table 7 Tracking ability performance levels
  High speed transient offtracking  
 Table 6 performance levels 

  Illustration of high-speed transient offtracking 
 figure 9 overshoot

  sOurce NTc

  Illustration of path trajectories in the tracking  
 figure 10 ability on a straight path test

  sOurce NTc
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 Table 8 Startability performance Levels

roAD ClASS Performance requirement

lEvEl 1 At least 15%

lEvEl 2 At least 12%

lEvEl 3 At least 10%

lEvEl 4 At least 5%

roAD ClASS Time to travel 100 m

lEvEl 1 20 sec

lEvEl 2 23 sec

lEvEl 3 26 sec

lEvEl 4 29 sec

reArWArd AMPLificATiON

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

limiting the lateral directional response of multi-articulated 

vehicles in avoidance manoeuvres performed at highway 

speeds without braking.  Rearward amplification generally 

pertains to heavy vehicles with more than one articulation 

point, such as truck-trailers and road/train combinations. 

It shows as a tendency for the following or trailing unit(s) 

to experience higher levels of lateral acceleration than the 

towing unit. It is a serious safety issue in rapid path-change 

manoeuvres as it can lead to rear-trailer rollover. Rearward 

amplif ication is the ratio of the lateral acceleration of the 

following unit to that of the first unit.  The analysis method 

depends upon whether or not the vehicle units are roll- 

coupled.  The manoeuvre used for this measure is the “Single 

Sine-Wave Lateral Acceleration Input”, specif ied in ISO 

14791:2000(E) (International Standards Organisation, 2000).  

The performance criteria are the same for all road classes.  

Rearward amplification must not be greater than 5.7 times the 

static rollover threshold of the rearmost unit or roll-coupled 

set of units taking account of the stabilising influence of the 

roll coupling.

VEhIClE PowErTrAIn STAnDArDS

sTArTABiLiTy 

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk 

associated with starting on grade by ensuring that a vehicle 

has adequate starting capability on grades.  The candidate 

vehicle must be capable of starting on the steepest grade 

it has to negotiate on the nominated route when operating 

at its maximum allowed gross mass. The startability perfor-

mance levels are listed in  TABLE 8 .

AcceLerATiON cAPABiLiTy

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk asso- 

ciated with travel through intersections and rail crossings by 

specifying minimum times for a loaded vehicle to accelerate 

from rest, to increase speed, and travel at least 100 m.  The 

acceleration performance levels are listed in  TABLE 10 .

 Table 10 Acceleration Performance levels

roAD ClASS grade level Performance
  requirement

lEvEl 1 At least 20% At least 80 km/h

lEvEl 2 At least 15% At least 70 km/h

lEvEl 3 At least 12% At least 70 km/h

lEvEl 4 At least 8% At least 60 km/h

 figure 11 Illustration of Swept Path

  sOurce NTc

grAdeABiLiTy

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk 

associated with travel on grade by ensuring that a vehicle has 

the capability to maintain acceptable speeds on upgrades. 

The gradability performance levels are listed in  TABLE 9 .

 Table 9 Gradeability Performance levels
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 figure 12 Illustration of outside wheel reference point

  sOurce NTc

VEhIClE mAnoEuVrABIlITy STAnDArDS

LOW-sPeed sWePT PATH

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk as-

sociated with turns at intersections by limiting the road space 

required by a vehicle when making low-speed in a prescribed 

12.5 m radius 90º low speed turn shown in  FIgURE 11 , and the 

tyre reference point is illustrated in  FIgURE 12 . 

Low speed swept path performance levels: 

roAD ClASS Time to travel 100 m

lEvEl 1 Not greater than 7.4 metre

lEvEl 2 Not greater than 8.7 metre

lEvEl 3 Not greater than 10.6 metre

lEvEl 4 Not greater than 13.7 metre

frONTAL sWiNg

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

limiting the road space requirement of a vehicle when making 

a tight turn at low speed.  The test procedure is the same as 

low-speed swept path consisting of a 12.5 m radius 90º low 

speed turn as illustrated in  FIgURE 13 .  The frontal swing per-

formance levels are listed in  TABLE 11 .

roAD ClASS Time to travel 100 m

lEvEl 1 No greater than 0.20 metre

lEvEl 2 No greater than 0.20 metre

lEvEl 3 No greater than 0.20 metre

lEvEl 4 No greater than 0.20 metre

 Table 11 Permissible fontal swing out performance levels

TAiL sWiNg

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

limiting the road space requirement of a vehicle when making 

a tight turn at low speed.  Tail swing references the maximum 

outward lateral displacement of the outer rearmost point on a 

vehicle unit during the initial and final stages of a prescribed 

12.5 m radius 90º low speed turn shown in  FIgURE 14 .  The tail 

swing performance levels are listed in  TABLE 12 .

roAD ClASS Tail Swing

lEvEl 1 No greater than 0.30 metre

lEvEl 2 No greater than 0.35 metre

lEvEl 3 No greater than 0.35 metre

lEvEl 4 No greater than 0.50 metre

 Table 12 Tail swing performance levels

   Illustration of path trajectories in low-speed  
 figure 13 for frontal swing

  sOurce NTc

   Illustration of tail swing performance  

 figure 14 in low-speed turn

  sOurce NTc
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sTeer Tyre fricTiON deMANd

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk 

by limiting the likelihood of a vehicle losing steering control 

when making a tight turn at low speed. The maximum 

friction level demanded of the steer tyres are measured 

during a prescribed 12.5m radius 90º low speed turn.  Friction 

demand is the ratio of friction required to friction available 

expressed as a percent.  The performance limit is 80% and 

applies equally to all road classes.  

InfrASTruCTurE STAnDArDS

Bridge LOAdiNg

The bridge loading standard addresses the issue of 

bridge strength and ensures that a vehicle does not induce 

effects on bridge structures that exceed accepted limits as 

specified by the bridge owner.  The regulation references 

three tiers; 

⊲ Tier 1 General Access or Restricted Access – must meet a 

specific bridge formula; 

⊲ Tier 2 Special Access – must not cause more effects than 

those caused by existing commercial vehicles (assessment 

must be conducted by a prequalified bridge engineer); 

⊲ Tier 3 Special Access – approval by the owners of the 

bridges to use all of the bridges on a specific link based on 

detailed individual bridge assessment (assessment should 

be undertaken by the bridge owner). 

Tyre cONTAcT Pressure disTriBuTiON

The purpose of this standard is to restrict road wear by 

setting minimum tyre widths and by limiting the local contact 

pressure between the tyre and the road within the tyre 

contact patch.

Requirements: Existing prescriptive requirements relating to 

minimum tyre width and maximum pressure have been retai-

ned and applied to vehicles participating in the PBS system.

PAveMeNT HOrizONTAL LOAdiNg 

The purpose of this standard is to regulate road wear by 

limiting the impact on the surface of road pavements of:

• Horizontal tyre forces of a multi-axle group when turning

• Tractive tyre forces of the drive axle or axles when starting 

or climbing an upgrade

Requirements: For tandem axle groups with an axle spacing 

of more than 2 meters, at least one axle must be steerable. 

For axle groups with three or more axles and a spread of 

greater than 3.2 meters, all axles beyond the 3.2 meter 

spread must be steerable.

For drive axles:

• all driving axles in a drive axle group must distribute trac-

tive forces, such that the maximum difference in tractive 

force between any two driving axles in the group is not 

greater than 10% of the total tractive force delivered by the 

drive axle group.

• a vehicle or combination having one or two driving axles is 

not permitted when the gross mass of the vehicle or combi-

nation exceeds specified weight limits.

mEASurES ConSIDErED BuT noT InCluDED In PBS

Other Standards that were considered but not included 

in the PBS are as follows:

OverTAkiNg PrOvisiON

The overtaking provision is based on vehicle length in 

relation to road class and access class as follows.  Length 

becomes a surrogate for performance but in reality it has the 

form of a prescriptive regulation.  This provision resides in the 

Network Classification guidelines.  The overtaking vehicle 

length limits are listed in  TABLE 13 .

 Vehicle length (m)
roAD ClASS Access class A Access class B

lEvEl 1 L ≤ 20

lEvEl 2 L ≤ 20 26 < L ≤ 30 

lEvEl 3 L ≤ 36.5 36.5 < L ≤ 42

lEvEl 4 L ≤ 53.5 53.5 < L ≤ 60

Note:  The PBS network is divided in two categories, namely 

‘Access Class A’ and ‘Access Class B’.  These two PBS access 

categories are defined according to the maximum length of 

the PBS vehicles allowed to circulate on each network. The 

general rule is that for a given PBS level (PBS level 1, 2, 3 or 

4), longer vehicles are allowed to circulate on the ‘Class B’ 

network.  This is due to the fact that the class B network is 

deemed suitable for these longer vehicles, which is inhe-

rently linked to the geometrical characteristics of the road 

network.  For instance, it may be the case that road sections 

belonging to the class B network allows the overtaking of lon-

ger vehicles or the safe turning of vehicles with larger swept 

paths.  More information can be found at:

www.ntc.gov.au/filemedia/Reports/ 

PBSSchemeNetwkClassifgLinesOct07.pdf

   Vehicle limits pertaining 
 Table 13 to overtaking performance

www.ntc.gov.au/filemedia/Reports/ PBSSchemeNetwkClassifGLinesOct07.pdf
www.ntc.gov.au/filemedia/Reports/ PBSSchemeNetwkClassifGLinesOct07.pdf
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ride QuALiTy (driver cOMfOrT)

The purpose of this standard is to manage safety risk by 

limiting driver whole body vibration, especially on uneven 

roads where travel speeds are high and vibration levels 

are expected to be significant.  This standard has yet to be 

defined. Its three main components (a performance measure,  

a test procedure from which to obtain the performance  

measure, and a performance level, or levels, to be satisfied) 

are not able to collectively be defined to an acceptable level 

of robustness at this time, based on current research.

HANdLiNg QuALiTy (uNdersTeer/OversTeer)

The primary purpose of this standard is to manage safety 

risk by ensuring adequate vehicle handling characteristics.  

Handling quality, expressed in terms of the “understeer 

oversteer” coefficient, quantifies the responsiveness and 

“driver feel” of the vehicle to steering input during manoeu-

vres.  The understeer/oversteer behaviour of heavy vehicles 

has been found to vary significantly with lateral acceleration, 

and in some situations, this marked change in steering res-

ponse may make the vehicle difficult to control.  NTC has not 

implemented this measure.
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